
 
To all partners, 

In our first month of market operations, the Coinbase Bundle (a basket of the largest 
cryptocurrencies) was down 37.49%.  

• Our fund was down 4.25%.  

We did begin to opportunistically accumulate holdings in Bitcoin (BTC), Ether (ETH), Litecoin 
(LTC), Ripple (XRP) and Basic Attention Token (BAT). Since then we have added exposure to 
Stellar (XLM). At month-end, our cash holdings stood at 89%.  

Last week, more Crypto panic selling hit the market while Bloomberg analyst Mike McGlone 
warned that Bitcoin could crater to $1,500 and we saw 66,233 BTC (That’s $231,815,500 using a 
BTC price of $3,500) transferred from a dormant account. In other news, the SEC said they are 
going to delay the Bitcoin ETF to February.  

Remember, getting ahead of any ETF approval in the United States was (and continues to be) 
one of our main reasons for launching this fund. It seems like we have a little time to be cautious 
with our accumulations.  

Prior to the recent selloff we had deployed less than 10% of our cash. We were (and will continue 
to be) patient and prepared. When we saw the heavy selling, we moved quickly but 
methodically. To put it bluntly, we were buying when they were selling.  

Over the next 30 (or so) days we are looking for the crypto markets to put in a (temporary) 
bottom and perhaps even rally into the new year.  

We are in accumulation mode – but that means patience. We will be aggressive when the time 
is right. We have orders working in the market to take advantage of price anomalies.   

We are looking at adding several additional positions over the coming month. Stay tuned for 
details. Coinbase recently announced that they considering adding 31 digital assets to their 
offering. 

John Fazio, our technologist, had this to say: 

“Despite massive selling, the inflows of development dollars spent on building 
applications on top of the Ethereum block chain by banks, insurance companies, and 
technology firms has remained a waterfall. Hundreds of millions of dollars are being spent 
developing decentralized ledger applications for historical asset tracking, shared 
services, and contract assurance even as the token market sheds billions.  

This inflow of capital to me is a sign of the long-term value of the block chain and a 
reason to continue participating with a long-term horizon. The current climate is the type 
of high-volatility environment you expect at the creation of any new asset class or 
category. Right now, we still face a “wild west” of sorts when it comes to token arbitrage, 
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investing, and exchange services. We take for granted the decades of experience and 
history our commodity and stock exchanges have when we invest millions into crypto 
exchanges that are barely 3 years old. We take for granted the sheer number of 
participants in our commodity, bond, and stock markets compared to the far more 
concentrated accumulations of masses of power we see in crypto. There will continue to 
be volatility as these things shake out, develop, and evolve - potentially for months or 
years.  

However, the continued capital expenditures we're seeing on projects that rely entirely 
on blockchains like Ethereum provide me continued confidence. The current market 
volatility provides us ongoing opportunities for arbitrage while cost-averaging into long 
investment positions.”  

In other news, the number of blockchain wallets grew by three million wallets to 31 million from 
28 million in September and Mark Yusko, the Founder of Morgan Creek Asset Management 
through his Morgan Creek Digital Fund bet $1 million dollars against Warren Buffett, that his 
crypto index fund would outperform the S&P 500 over the next 10 years. Let’s hope this works out 
better (for us, not Warren) than the $1 million bet between Warren and Protégé Partners… 

Until next time. 

 

Steven Orr, Portfolio Manager 

Third Wave Digital Asset Fund 
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